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ARTI ST I NFO RMATI O N

With their smash #1 hit single in Bangladesh, “Bondhurey”, that has amassed 

19 million views on YouTube, and an international following that spans the globe,

NYC duo Muza is well on its way to world music domination. Most known for their

genre defying tracks that span a number of musical genres, the band is made up of

lead singer, songwriter and producer Muza, and G’ Anomaly, a multidisciplinary artist

whose role as a visionary behind the scenes is central to the duo’s partnership.

BIO
Muza was born in Bangladesh and later immigrated to the United States, and

G’ Anomaly is a native New Yorker with Colombian roots. While Muza fell in love with 

music via Linkin Park and Habib Wahid, G’ Anomaly was immersed in the arts at a 

young age and attended the famous LaGuardia High School of Music & Performing

Arts. But it was watching artists like Linkin Park that inspired Muza to want to use

his voice as a way to connect with people’s emotions through his music, so he

partnered with G’ Anomaly and the rest is history.

STYLE
The duo describe Muza’s sound as a feeling with a mellow vibe that is conveyed

sometimes through lyrics and other times melodically. Put simply, the pair create

addictive feel good music that bounces between genres effortlessly. Muza is multi-

lingual and has mastered the art of singing in English, Spanish, Bangla, Hindi and Arabic.

PERFORMANCES
Muza has performed at the Music Hall of Williamsburg, Gramercy Theatre, Melrose 

Ballroom, Pianos, University of Houston, Rutgers University, Stony Brook University, Queens Col-

lege, Wayne State University, Chelsea Music Hall, and Baruch College.
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M USIC

Bondhurey
19 million views on YouTube,  hit single

       Listen on YouTube

La Magia
Track from debut  album “3rd Eye”

       Listen on YouTube

Tui Kothay 
4.8 million views on YouTube, “3rd Eye”

       Listen on YouTube

Shopnoto Dekhechi Tomake
7.5 million views on YouTube, “3rd Eye”

       Listen on YouTube
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PRE SS

Urban Asian
“Bangladeshi American singer Muza is a talented force...” —JESS SINGH / OCT 20, 2020

         Read an article

BBC Radio
“Muza’s back and this time his collaboration with...” —Nadia Ali

       Listen an interview

BBC Radio
 “Muza talks about how he want to bring more EDM into Bangla music”—Nadia Ali

       Listen an interview

SO CI AL AND O NLI NE  PRE SE NCE  

  YouTube Channel        Website

  Instagram         SoundCloud

  Facebook         Music Platforms
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Stfjpm4Y1yk&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqqW5VFbHxw&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EBl9F-cKGZg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQMh1rgXSrw&feature=emb_err_woyt
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https://urbanasian.com/entertainment/releases/2020/10/muza-collaborates-with-sanjoy-d-and-russel-ali-for-chuup-chaap-thaaki/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m000nmhc
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/p06gnfpx
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEwH-ErncGx-fCP6xlNOQHA
https://www.muzamusic.com/home
https://www.instagram.com/realmuza/
https://soundcloud.com/muza1
https://www.facebook.com/realmuza
https://song.link/album/i/1457794465
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G A L L ERY

Download Muza’s Logo 

Download the artwork
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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/18tYPMvfvinO8iDuaegwe71XX94zQhAwu?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BmgsQZ93vLTiclYU_l_u4HQ1WpTuLwhG?usp=sharing
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